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Abstrat: Distane bounding protools are a ritial mehanism of wirelesstehnologies suh as RFID or ZigBee. They aim to enfore a stronger de�nitionof authentiation by preventing any kind of the relay attak, namely the distanefraud, the ma�a fraud and the terrorist fraud. This paper aims to de�ne theBoolean funtions used in the distane bounding protools based on the work ofHanke and Kuhn. Indeed, the hoie of these funtions has never been disusseddespite the onsiderable literature. We de�ne the riteria on the funtion neededto defeat eah fraud.Key-words: Distane bounding, man-in-the-middle, vetorial Boolean fun-tions.



Boolean Funtions and Distane BoundingRésumé : Les protools de distane bounding sont très importants pour lestehnologies sans �l omme la RFID ou ZigBee. Ils permettent de réaliser uneversion forte de l'authenti�ation résistant aux attaques par relais, plus exate-ment la fraude à la distane, la fraude ma�euse et la fraude terroriste. Ce rap-port a pour objetif de dé�nir les propriétés requises pour fontions booléennesemployées par es protools. En e�et, le hoix de es fontions n'a jamais étédisuté malgré le nombre onsidérable de propositions pour le distane bounding.Nous dé�nissons les ritères requis pour ontrer haque type de fraude.Mots-lés : Distane bounding, man-in-the-middle, fontions Booléennes.



Boolean Funtions and Distane Bounding 31 IntrodutionMan in the middle attaks (MITM) are often redued to a speial ase in theryptographi literature. Indeed, it is always assumed that the adversary tam-pers with the exeution of a ryptographi protool. Desmedt et al. [1, 2℄ haveshown that a MITM in whih the adversary simply forwards the messages be-tween two parties is su�ient to break the most advaned authentiation pro-tools.The �rst ountermeasures to this lass of MITM were given by Rivest andShamir in �How to expose an eavesdropper� [3℄. Early solutions were also de-vised by Desmedt et al. [1, 2℄ when the attaks �rst appeared but they annotby applied in any ontext. Finally, distane bounding protools were introduedby Brands and Chaum [4℄ as a solution for low-ost devies. Basially, a dis-tane bounding protool ombines an authentiation with the omputation ofan upper-bound on the distane between the two parties involved. This ombi-nation mitigates the possibility to mount relay attaks. The mehanism favoredto measure the distane is the time of �ight beause it requires only one lok.More details and de�nitions an be found in [5℄.The propositions of distane bounding protool an be divided into twoategories aording to the need or not of a �nal signature to omplete theauthentiation. This distintion between the protools inspired by the results ofBrands and Chaum [4℄ (presene of a signature) and those derived from Hankeand Kuhn [6℄ (no signature). This paper is dediated to the latter ategories,not meaning that our results do not apply to Brands and Chaum's protool butrather to simplify the analysis. The ore of any distane bounding protools isan interative phase in whih Bob sends small hallenges to Alie who answersshortly. The timing of eah hallenge/response is measured aurately to deduean upper-bound on the distane. Eah response is omputed using a Booleanfuntion f who takes as input, the hallenge and some variables known only byAlie and Bob. At the end, Bob heks that eah answer and its orrespondingtiming are onsistent.This work aims to understand how the response is omputed and more pre-isely how the funtion f must be hosen to defeat the di�erent frauds. Theriteria to resist to the distane and ma�a fraud are rather obvious for the read-ers familiar with Boolean funtions. The main ontribution of the paper is theriteria related to the terrorist fraud whih apture niely the problem we arefaing. Our notations are ompliant with the use of vetorial Boolean funtionsin the perspetive of the development of the MIMO tehnology. Throughoutthe paper, the examples are given for Boolean funtions for onveniene.The Setion 2 ontains the bakground related to vetorial Boolean fun-tions. Our template protool is desribed in Setion 3. Setion 4 deals with thedistane fraud. Setion 5 and Setion 6 are respetively devoted to the ma�afraud and the terrorist fraud.2 NotationsWe denote by Bm
n the set of vetorial Boolean funtions of n variables and moutputs suh that n and m are two positive integers and m ≤ n, f : Fn

2 → F
m
2 .RR n° 7568



Boolean Funtions and Distane Bounding 4The truth table vetor Tf of f ∈ Bm
n is written:

(f(α0), · · · , f(α2n−1)),where α0, · · · , α2n−1 are all the elements of Fn
2 sorted by lexiographi order.The algebrai normal form (ANF) is also used to represent Boolean funtionsin a ompressed notation. The Hamming weight wH(y) of binary vetor y =

(y0, · · · , ym−1) of length m is the number of one in y: ∑m−1

i=0
yi. The notation

yi ∈ F2 denotes the i-th oordinate of cDe�nition 1 Let U be a p-dimensional subspae of Fn
2 . The restrition of f ∈

Bm
n to U , denoted fU is de�ned by fU (x) = f(x), ∀x ∈ U .Throughout the paper, a element x belonging to F

n
2 is deomposed as thevetor x = (c, s, k) with c ∈ F

nc

2
, s ∈ F

ns

2
, k ∈ F

nk

2
suh that n = n1 + n2 + n3.The restrition of f to the subspae Uc of dimension n2+n3 de�ned for ∀c ∈ F

nc

2by:
Uc = {(c, s, k)|c = cst, s ∈ F

ns

2
and k ∈ F

nk

2
},is simply noted fc(x), ∀x ∈ Uc. Similarly, fc,s is the restrition of f to Uc,s, i.e.

c and s are kept onstant.De�nition 2 A vetorial Boolean funtion f is said to be balaned if eah ele-ments of Fm
2 appears 2n−m times in the truth table vetor Tf .The protool onsidered between Alie and Bob is unilateral for its authenti-ation part. Alie is a legitimate prover, Bob the veri�er and Eve an adversary.3 Template protoolTo support your hunt of the funtion f , we give a template distane boundingprotool. The protool is depited Fig. 1.Prior to the exeution of the protool, Alie and Bob have agreed on a seretkey K of ℓ × nc bits, on a vetorial Boolean funtion f and a pseudo-randomfuntion (PRF) g. The key is view has a vetor K = (k0, k1, · · · , kℓ−1) with

kj ∈ F
nk

2
, ∀j ∈ [0, ℓ − 1]. Then, our template protool is omposed of threesteps.1) Initialization � Alie and Bob exhange the nones NA and NB. Theyuse the funtion g to ompute the a share internal state S = (s0, s1, · · · , sℓ−1),

sj ∈ F
ns

2
, ∀j ∈ [0, ℓ − 1]. The state S an be the output of g(K,NA, NB).It worth mentioning that the duration of the initialization phase is subjet toimportant timing variations beause the omputational power of the prover anbe limited and the omputation of g an be time onsuming.2) Interative phase � This phase onsists in ℓ rounds. At eah round, Bobpiks randomly a hallenge cj ∈ F

nc

2
and sends it to Alie who reeives ĉj . Alieomputes:

rj = f(ĉj, sj , kj). (1)This phase required a preise synhronization beause Bob omputes the timespent between the emission of the hallenges cj and the reeption of the orre-sponding answer r̂j . This Round Trip Time (RTT) is denoted δj .RR n° 7568



Boolean Funtions and Distane Bounding 5Alie Bob
K ∈ F

ℓ×nk

2
, f ∈ Bm

n , g a PRF K ∈ F
ℓ×nk

2
, f ∈ Bm

n , g a PRFInitialization phasePiks NA
NA−−−−−−−−−−−−→
NB←−−−−−−−−−−−− Piks NBFor j = 1 · · ·m For j = 1 · · ·mFor i = 1 · · ·n For i = 1 · · ·nComputes ri,j Computes ri,jInterative phaseFor j = 1 · · · ℓ
ĉj

←−−−−−−−−−−− Piks cj ∈ F
nc

2

rj = f(ĉj , sj , kj)Sends rj r̂j

−−−−−−−−−−→ Measures δtjResult If ∀cj r̂j
?
= f(cj , sj , kj)and ∀j, δtj ≤ ∆Then SuessOtherwiseFailureFigure 1: The template distane bounding protool.3) Result � Bob heks that eah answer r̂i reeived from Alie is orret,i.e. r̂j = f(cj , sj , kj) and that ∀i, δi ≤ ∆ with ∆ a given threshold. The timemeasuring method and the attaks related to this mehanism are not disussedin here. The preision of this measurement is ritial with respet to the ap-pliations. The readers an onsult the works [7, 8, 9℄ for more information onthis subjet.The template protool desribed in this setion follows the priniple de�nedby Hanke and Kuhn [6℄ exept for two points.Multi-hannel ommuniations � Alie and Bob are using MIMO radiosystems over a half-duplex hannel, i.e. they an transmit several bits simulta-neously over di�erent hannels. It implies that nc > 1 and m > 1. A similarhypothesis is made in [10℄ with MUSE-pHK in whih symbols belonging to Fp,

p > 2 are transmitted by Alie and Bob. In the original works of Hanke andKuhn [6℄, the values nc = 1, n = 3 and m = 1 were onsidered for an usage inRFID. We also assume that the ommuniations are noise-free.Key insertion � The purpose of the protool of Hanke and Kuhn [6℄ is todefeat the ma�a fraud and the distane fraud. All the variables used as aninput to the funtion f provided no information on the key (nk = 0). it resultsthat this protool annot defeat the terrorist fraud. As a onsequene, the keyshared by Alie and Bob must be diretly used during the omputation of f .RR n° 7568



Boolean Funtions and Distane Bounding 6Bussard and Bagga [11℄ are to be redited for this idea. This partiular problemis onsidered in Setion 6.In our protool, all the rounds are independent. In what follows the roundnumber j is often omitted for the variables c, s, k to simplify the notations.Example 1 The protool proposed by Hanke and Kuhn [6℄ used the parameters
n = 3,m = 1, nk = 0, nc = 1 and ns = 2. The Boolean funtion f used isde�ned by:

∀c ∈ F2, s ∈ F
2

2, f(c0, s0, s1) = c0s0 + c0s1 + s1.We now onsider how to the funtion f is hosen. Finding good vetorialBoolean funtion onsists to �nd the appropriate restritions of f that willapture a given attak.4 Distane fraudIn a distane fraud, Alie attempts to lie on her distane to Bob. Suh an attakis partiularly ritial for ankle monitor in riminal surveillane appliations.The ankle monitor has to restrit the ation of Alie. If she is not in theneighborhood of Bob and an alarm is triggered. If Alie an make believe Bobshe is in the neighborhood while she is not: she an ommit rimes.To arry out a distane fraud, Alie an try to ompensate the extra distaneby answering Bob's hallenges before they were sent. This strategy is knownas the early reply in the literature. The ability of Alie to sueed the distanefraud depends on her apability to interat with the ankle monitor (the devieused to exeute the protool). If the devie is tampered resistant, then Alieis on her own. This is referred as the blak-box model in the literature [5℄. Todefeat suh an adversary, the funtion f must be hosen suh that:Property 1 To defeat the distane fraud in the blak-box model, the funtion
f in the protool P must be balaned.Any bias in the funtion provide an advantage to the adversary.There is an way for Alie to sueed the early reply strategy. She an exeutethe interative phase with our devie prior to exeuting the interative phasewith Bob. She send ĉ ∈ F

nc

2
to the devie and obtain r = f(ĉ, s, k). Thisinformation an help Alie to hoose an appropriate reply. This strategy isknown as pre-ask-then-early-reply. If the funtion is not hosen properly andadversary an narrow down the possible answer and gain an advantage. Thefollowing property apture this strategy to model it into a riterion for f .Property 2 To maximize the resistane to the pre-ask-then-early-reply strategyin the blak-box model, the funtion f must veri�ed that:

∀c, s, k, ĉ, fU (c, s, k) is balaned with U = {(c, s, k)|f(ĉ, s, k) = r, ĉ = cst}.The other model for the relation between Alie and her devie is knownas the white-box. Alie an tamper with the exeution of the algorithm toreover useful information. It means that Alie knows the internal value of thealgorithm, i.e. s and k.RR n° 7568



Boolean Funtions and Distane Bounding 7Property 3 To maximize the resistane to the distane fraud in the white-boxmodel, the funtion f must veri�ed:
∀s, k, fs,k(c, s, k) is balaned.Property 3 is the strongest one sine we assume that Alie has aessed tothe large amount of information.Remark 1 The reader familiar with the design of blok-iphers and espeiallys-boxes, may have remarked that we are not so far from the resilieny riterion(exept for Property 2). Indeed, it applies on a subset of input variables of fnot to all the variables. This makes the di�erene with resilieny.5 Ma�a fraudIn the ma�a fraud, an external adversary, Eve, is introdued and Alie is oneagain honest. To impersonate Alie and meet the timing onstraints, Eve �rstrelay the initialization phase. Then, she has two strategies, namely the no-askstrategy and the pre-ask strategy, to sueed the attak. In the no-ask strategy,Eve exeutes diretly the interative phase with Bob. She knows c whih de�nesthe appropriate restrition to work with.Property 4 To maximize the resistane to the no-ask strategy, the funtion fmust veri�ed:
∀c, fc(c, s, k) is balaned.In the pre-ask strategy, Eve is allowed to exeute the interative phase withAlie prior to exeuting her own instane of the interative phase with Bob.Eve sends ĉ to Alie and obtain r = f(ĉ, s, k). During the exeution of theinterative phase with Bob, Eve reeives c and attempts to answer. If ĉ = c,she replies r and wins the round. Otherwise, she is on her own if the funtionveri�es the following property.Property 5 To maximize the resistane to the pre-ask strategy, the funtion fmust veri�ed:

∀c 6= ĉ, I(f(c, s, k); f(ĉ, s, k)) = 0,where I stands for the mutual information.One may have notied the fat that we never speak about the dislosure ofthe key during our analysis of the distane and ma�a fraud. In fat, we andeal with these two frauds while onsidering nk = 0. The problem of the keydislosure is related to the terrorist fraud.6 Terrorist fraudThe terrorist fraud is a triky business. The protool designer has to deal withtwo adversaries. Indeed, Alie onspires with Eve to deeive Bob on the distanebetween them. Suh a senario ours when Alie pays Eve for getting a perfetalibi to ommit a rime. The terrorist fraud an be risky for Alie if Eve isable to (re)impersonate her afterward: Eve ould ommit rimes pretendingRR n° 7568



Boolean Funtions and Distane Bounding 8to be Alie. Hene, Alie agrees to arry out a terrorist fraud only if Eve isable to ahieve a one-time impersonation. More preisely, we assume that Aliedoes not get involved in a terrorist fraud if Eve, by doing so, may gain someadvantage for further attaks.To prevent a maliious Alie from helping Eve, the seret key must be in-trodued as an input to f as an inentive not to heat. Moreover, the seret ofan honest Alie must not be exposed. The swiss knife to thwart this fraud isthreshold ryptography.Property 6 To preven any key leakage during a terrorist fraud, the funtion fthat ∀c, s, k:
I(k; f(c, s, k)|c) = 0, (2)

I(k; f(c, s, k)|c,Φδ−1(s)) = 0, (3)
I(k; f(c, s, k)|c,Φδ(s)) = nk, (4)

I(k; f(c, s, k)|c, f(ĉ, s, k)|ĉ) = 0, (5)where ĉ 6= c and Φδ(s) is any ombination of δ oordinates of s.Eah equation of the previous property orresponds to a spei� situation of ourprotool. From this situation, Eve an extrat some knowledge on the variablesof the prootol.Equation 2 � The �rst thing to hek is if an eavesdropper an reover k fromthe hallenge c and its orresponding answer f(c, s, k).Equation 3 and 4 � The onern of this equation is to determined how muhinformation an be provided by Alie to Eve. Equation 3 and 4 desribes athreshold sheme. Providing too muh information to Eve must expose the key.The funtion f , k and the oordinates of s at as a system of shares in seret-sharing sheme.Equation 5 � Eve an launh fault attak in order to reover the key. To mountthis attak, she modi�es the legitimate hallenge c suh that Alie reeives ĉ with
ĉ 6= c. Alie sends r = f(ĉ, s, k) to Bob. But Eve tampers with this answer andBob reeived r̂ hosen by Eve. If Eve knows if the result is orret or not, sheknows f(c, s, k), f(ĉ, s, k) with ĉ 6= c. Then, she an try to reover k from thismaterial. A variant of this attak was �rst presented in [12℄.Example 2 Let onsider f(c, s, k) = k0c0 + s0 + k0. This funtion has beenproposed in the protool of Reid et al. [13℄. This funtion mathes the riteriarequired for the ma�a fraud. Let see if there are any information leakage on thekey. It is easy to see that I(k0; f(c0, s0, k0)|c0) = 0. Eve learns s0 + k0 if c0 isequal to 0. Otherwise (c0 = 1), Eve learns s0. Equation 2 is veri�ed. However,it also means that Equation 5 an not be satis�ed. The fault attak providesto Eve e0 (f(1, s0, k0)) and s0 + k0 (f(0, s0, k0)), so she an reover the key.Equation 3 and 4 are also not satis�ed.RR n° 7568



Boolean Funtions and Distane Bounding 97 ConlusionStudying distane bounding protools from the perspetive of vetorial Booleanfuntions o�ers many new ideas apart from giving solutions to the terroristfraud. In this paper, we onsider that the funtion was �xed and known to theadversary. Following these hypothesis, we de�ne the riteria on f . Protools inwhih Alie and Bob agree on a random Boolean funtion at the beginning ofthe protool may be valuable and interesting from a seurity point of view.Changing the funtion f at eah round ould be also interesting but it shouldbe done arefully sine suh a sheme may have a big impat on the aurayof the timing proedure. A way to do so is to use a sequential iruit ratherthan a ombinatorial iruit for the omputation of the answers. By doing so,the funtion is virtually modi�ed at eah round without a signi�ant impaton the timing auray. This approah was explored in [12, 14℄. A theoretialomparison of these two strategies, ombinatorial and sequential is yet to bedone.AknowledgementThe author would like to thank all the members of the GSI group for the fruitfuldisussions on the many aspets of distane bounding protools.Referenes[1℄ Desmedt, Y., Goutier, C., Bengio, S.: Speial Uses and Abuses of the Fiat-Shamir Passport Protool. In: Advanes in Cryptology � CRYPTO'87. Le-ture Notes in Computer Siene 293, Santa Barbara, CA, USA, Springer-Verlag (1988) 21�39[2℄ Beth, T., Desmedt, Y.: Identi�ation Tokens - or: Solving the ChessGrandmaster Problem. In: Advanes in Cryptology � CRYPTO'90. LetureNotes in Computer Siene 537, Santa Barbara, CA, USA, Springer-Verlag(1990) 169�177[3℄ Rivest, R.L., Shamir, A.: How to expose an eavesdropper. Communiationof the ACM 27(4) (1984) 393�394[4℄ Brands, S., Chaum, D.: Distane-Bounding Protools. In: Advanes inCryptology � EUROCRYPT'93. Leture Notes in Computer Siene 765,Lofthus, Norway, Springer-Verlag (1993) 344�359[5℄ Avoine, G., Bingöl, M.A., Karda³, S., Lauradoux, C., Martin, B.: A Frame-work for Analyzing RFID Distane Bounding Protools. Journal of Com-puter Seurity � Speial Issue on RFID System Seurity (2010) To appear.[6℄ Hanke, G., Kuhn, M.: An RFID Distane Bounding Protool. In: Con-ferene on Seurity and Privay for Emerging Areas in CommuniationNetworks � SeureComm 2005, Athens, Greee, IEEE (2005)[7℄ Hanke, G.P.: Pratial Attaks on Proximity Identi�ation Systems. In:IEEE Symposium on Seurity and Privay - S&P 2006, Berkeley, California,USA, IEEE Computer Soiety (2006) 328�333RR n° 7568
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